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6.3.Přepis rozhovorů s dobrovolníky – vzor
Interview Emily – 3/8/2018

I: Hello Emili, I would like to ask you for the interview for about ten minutes. The interview is going to
be about your EVS project, about its benefits and challenges and I will use the interview for my Diploma
Thesis, master thesis at the Charles University, OK?
E: OK
I: When I do the recording and home I will rewrite it on computer and I will send you the transcript so
you can look at the transcript and see if there are some parts which you maybe don´t feel comfortable
with so I could delete them, ok? And if you say that everything is ok then I will use the, the materiál for
my thesis, ok? Is it ok?
E: OK
I: Super, super. OK. So the first question I would like to ask you if you could tell me just freely about
the, the positives ehh during the project. Something you learnt, something you experienced and you
can focus on, in terms of cultural experience, languages, activities, ok, ehmm, different country,
whatever comes to your mind, ok? So the benefits now, ok?
E: I think there are a lot of benefits her especially in Ceska Lipa and Czech Republic because I didn´t
know anything about the Czech Republic before really, we ignore a lot of things about Czech Republic
and some part of countries in east of Europe. And, ehm, I discovered I can travel during a long time
alone because it was my first time alone during long time and ehmmm I discovered it was strange at
the beginning some Czech people because I had a feeling that they didn´t like some foreigners
something like that, so it was really hard at begginning to communicate with Czech people and finally
we need time, step by step. It would be OK. Czech was difficult to learn for me because it is really
different than French language but it was a good challenge to try step by step, ok. So I can ask some
train ticket, some bus ticket, ok, I can have a look at some Czech website, ok, so I can try like that. It
was like a, like a kind of a new life finally when you are trying to learn step by step. It was really good
and ehmmm and it was my first experience with room mate too so, I had some room mate but during
short time, really short time, and it was my first time and long time so it was completely different
experience, something really really good too, so finally I just grew up.
I: What about the activities at school because mostly you were doing the assistant teaching job during
English classes with different age kids can you say what you have learnt what was good later we will
talk about the negatives, ok?
E: Yes, it was good in fact because it was really in nonformal way and I try to explore this way in France
but French people are really no ehh they don´t like when it is nonformal because they want to be
formal, they want to have some hiearchy between teacher and children so I really tried to explore this
kind of way really because we can know more about it and we can exchange .… really it´s kind of
equality
I: Aha. OK. So you talked about the culture, about you living with room mates, about the activities with
children. What about other volunteers? Positives, because you work in a team of six people but mostly
three people, sometimes also in six. What was good about it and then we will talk about it.
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E: About work especially?
I: Anything. It could be also free time.
E: I discovered all kind of truth finally. I try to learn Ukrainina with Yuliia but we stopped some classes
because we have no time now but we travelled sometimes together so it was good too. I don´t know
lot of things about Lilli and Mariam because they are more quiet and don´t go out a lot of time so I
couldn´t say anything about them so –
I: OK. Super. Now I would like to ask you the questions about the competences you learnt, ok, you also
had some EU seminars about the competences so letś talk about personal competences and then
about professional competences ok, so maybe you developer your tolerance, solidarity, cultural
awareness but also some, I don´t know ICTskills or organising, planning, whatever, so whatever you
think you developed here. The competences. Personal and professional you can také back home or
wherever you will go after the project.
E: Personally, I was open minded but I am even more open minded now definitely it ´s changed my
way about this because when you live with two different nationalities and you work maybe with a lot
of different nationalities you have different point of view about personal thing and professional thing
too so definitely I am more open minded, more about communication too, it´s sometimes i tis difficult
when you live with some people to explain something because you are not in the same way or when
you work with some people so I am sure about this kind of skill. After I knew how to manage my time
before but I have learnt more about it definitely because it was not same kind of schedule, because it
was not same kind of activities definitely and I am more flexible too more flexible now about the fact,
ok. I worked a lot before I arrived here and I didn´t have time for myself I didn´t have time to reflect
about a lot of things and I am more flexible about this, ok, so we can work a lot and sometimes I can
just work a bit and I can just adapt myself about it
I: Super. Now, another question, last question about the positives and then we will move to some
challenging situations. Self confidence. OK? Personal and professional. You came here with some self
confidence. If we talk on a scale tero to ten, ok, so maybe you came here with personal self confidence
five and professional maybe three and you developed to this point. Could you say it on the scale zero
to ten for your self confidence, personal and professional.
E: Personally I can say eight now.
I: With personal or professional?
E: Personal.
I: And before? When you came here?
E: Maybe around six. Because I was with my boyfriend, we broke up in May. He was not totally agree
for me to go to another country, and for a couple of things like that and I had a lot of things in my brain
about this and I am with all of my staff in another country. ok, I moved but maybe I come back or I
never come back, maybe I don‘t know, so I had a lot, a lot of things in my brains, and ok, now I don´t
have any boyfriend, I have some idea after but ok, but maybe I can have this possibility –
I: So you don´t have the boyfriend and you have higher self confidence (both laughing)
E: Yes, It is strange (laughing)
I: Nice (laughing)
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E: He was nice, ha was really nice, I‘m sorry about him..... (laughing), ok, just I have more possibilties,
I feel more free about I can go to another country, I can work this way, this way, this way, feel more
close about some fact, ok, I need to come back because I have this one, I have this boyfriend and I need
to continue, bla bla, so ok I feel really more free about my life now.
I: OK. And professional self confidence?
E: My English, definitelly.
I: Improved, yes?
E: OK. OK. It was really hard at the beginning to speak English all of the time and I have felt really tired
all the time. Finally now it is really strange to speak French. (smile)
I: OK, OK.
E: Improved my English and non formal way of education.
I: OK, so we have a bit more time so now I would like to ask you about the challenging situations, the
problems you were facing due to the countryside, culture, activities, volunteers, people, your inner
feelings, so tell me about some things which didn´t work or were challenging for you.
E: Ehmm, it was challenging for my, not my first time, then, for example not that, but my second one
because nobody speak English and I don‘t speak Czech, just some basic Czech, but it‘s not enought
and I felt sometimes really alone, lonely, I tried to find a way to show I can do something, extra
volunteering, ok, so it was a good challenge to try to learn more about Czech people, try to explain
OK, I am foreigner but I‘m here to help too, so I can try in this way, this way, this way. It was
challenging about school too because ok sometimes the children didn´t speak English or speak
English just a little bit, sometimes they are not agree about all staff, and, ehm, about children, I know
I can work with children but it´s difficult for me to work with teenagers.
I: Super.
E: Because they don´t like authority, but they don‘t like when they don‘t have authority too, it is a bit
strange for me.
I: So you also discovered that you prefer to work with younger children.
E: I knew before but I am sure now.
I: OK.
E: Sure now because before I was like , ok i tis maybe French teenager, maybe I can try in another
country, it is just teenager, it is difficult for me because I need to find my position so I can find it and
sometimes it was difficult about the schedule, more about changes of schedule last time, something
like that , or change activity at the last time, you propose something during a long time and finally
somebody say you now finally we chose like that, like that, like that at the last moment. I discovered I
can be more flexible. But at the beginning it was really hard because if I spent time preparing something
I need to use it, maybe not in this moment but in another moment. I don ´t like to lose my time.
I: Yes, of course.
E: so-
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I: OK. OK. Super. So is there something you would like to say now because ..talk about your project,
and I asked you some questions about .... that you really would like add now at the end of this
interview, positive, negative, whatever, something.
E: If some people doesn´t, don´t know what to do next year, they can go for EVS really . If they don´t
have any idea about professional way but they don ´t want to be in professional way now or they want
to stop their studies because it‘s enought for them, yes, they can try, they can try.
I: OK.
E: They have a lot of possibilities, it is a very good experience.
I: I forgot one thing. Your suggestion for improvements of project like this when somebody comes to
work, to volunteer as an assistant, teaching assistant, would you give me some suggestion what could
be better...like work in bigger team, smaller team or sort of that or something that you would say this
would make the project work better for the volunteers and for the kids? For the community?
E: I don´t know exactly. Just beacuse I am difficult when I work in team I think it is just about me.
I: So you would prefer to be here alone?Would you come for this project if there were not six
volunteers but only you?
E: No, I like to be with six volunteers but just I have some problems to work in a team when it is not
clear.
I: OK, OK.
E: When it is not clear. When you don´t know which kind of tasks or when somebody, OK, say I will do
that and finally you don´t do that. It is just a kind of problem with me when it is not clear.
I: You mean in the classroom, that it would be easier for you to be there alone in the classroom?
E: It could be. I never tried. I never tried here.
I: You can still try here in September.
E: Yes. Maybe I can say you at the end of September ok, it was difficult but I don´t know so I can try to
measure it. And finally it was more about pratices, it was not clear, ok, we can do that, and finally we
changed like that or like that. It´s more some fact we need to be clear, everybody to don´t be lost,
because I don‘t like it. For example during a lot of time Maxi asked me every morning, ok, which kind
of activity or something like that, I am not assistant, I am not a teacher and I am not the tutors so I
don´t know. It was kind of pressure for me, I don‘t know, something like that. Maybe it´s me , I need
clear things, I can be flexible about the schedule, about a lot of things but I need to be clear about that
to improve more.
I: Super, super. OK. So thank you very much. It has taken more, thirteen minutes so sorry. (Laughing
both). Thank you very much and as I said I will rewrite it and sent it to you so you can have a look and
correct if I get something wrong, ok?
E: OK.
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Key codes
Benefits
Learning about new culture
Flexibility
Learn about myself
Communication/ English
Growing up
Learning professional competences
Open minded
Tolerance
Time management
More possibilities now
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